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Glaciology Beneath the huge ice-cap of Antarctica lies a largely unknown
topography. In recent years, however, physicists have developed a technique
of radar echo-sounding by which radio waves travel through the ice to bedrock,
and are there bounced back to be recorded, with a known travel time, at the
surface. In this manner, closely analogous to the technique of acoustic echo
sounding used to chart the oceans, the Scott Polar Research Institute at
Cambridge has been building up a map of the hidden peaks and valleys of
Antarctica. The radar equipment is airborne and, to date, some 57,000 line
miles have been flown. The results reveal, among other things, a mountain
range 1500-2000 m high trending westwards from the Soviet Vostok Station
near the centre of the continent. Near the Pole of Inaccessibility peaks rise to
at least 2900 m. Over most of East Antarctica, however, the terrain beneath the
ice is undulating lowland, partly below sea-level. Greatest ice thickness so far
recorded is 4540 m. Completed contour maps of the rocky basement of East
Antarctica should be forthcoming shortly.

The radar method is now being extended. A modification of the technique
permits glacier flow rates to be mapped by repeat observations on successive
days; it has been successfully tested on the Fleming glacier. The method is
also now undergoing adaptation to temperate glaciers. With the cooperation
of Zurich workers, the Cambridge radar experts have already done radio echo
surveys of the Aletsch and Gries glaciers. The results were confused by un
wanted echoes from within the ice and it may be necessary to use lower radio
frequencies (below 30 MHz) to reduce this scattering effect. The preliminary
tests used 60-MHz signals, permitting equipment which was manageable on
Alpine glaciers. Lower frequencies will, of course, mean more bulky aerials.

Also of news in the Antarctic is the start of a 3-year deep-drilling programme
to sample the bedrock to a depth of nearly one mile. The Dry Valley Drilling
Project, being run by a scientist from Northern Illinois University, is inter
national. It will involve 10 drilling sites on Ross Island and is the first attempt
to drill so deeply under Antarctic conditions. Cores obtained from these oper
ations will, hopefully, extend back our knowledge of the continent's climatic
history some 200 million years; it is only in comparatively recent geological
times that the Antarctic has suffered such a severe climate. Concomitant ocean
drilling will take place in the Ross Sea in early 1973 and will be performed by
the now famous and highly successful ocean drilling' ship Glomar Challenger.

Another technique which is giving insights into glacial movement seems,
perhaps, a rather obvious one-time-Iapse cinematography. At the University
of British Columbia a I 6-mm colour film of the Athabasca glacier in Alberta has
won a research film award. It represents 4 years in the life of the glacier-or
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more accurately its front end-with particular events time-compressed 2500

times. It shows how annual moraines come about, the pattern of glacial
retreat, changes in the channel patterns of streams, extreme close-ups of
melting ice and the downwasting of rocks on to the ice, the movement of
separate ice-crystals and fluids, and gives precise data on the advance and
retreat of the glacier's snout. American glaciologists, too, have taken time-lapse
films of the South Cascade glacier on Sentinel Peak and of the ice-fall on the
Nisqually glacier on Mount Rainier.

Glaciology has even moved into the space age. Trial runs of the Apollo 17
Lunar Surface Electrical Properties Experiment were made on the Athabasca
glacier; while the S Geological Survey is carrying out a snowline mapping
experiment from the first Earth Resources Technology Satellite.

Recent surveys of Swiss glaciers show that of 98 observed, 3 I advanced, 6 I

retreated, and 6 were more or less stationary. For 152 Italian glaciers 26

advanced, 85 retreated, 41 were uncertain. So the Alps, on balance, become
increasingly less icy.

On the Aletsch glacier, Berne University researchers have discovered an
interesting fact about the gases transported by moving ice. They made gas
chromatography measurements on ice samples taken between the Jungfraujoch
and the glacier's snout. While new ice at the higher end contains nitrogen,
oxygen and argon in roughly atmospheric proportions, carbon dioxide is about
50 times more abundant than it is in normal air. At the terminus, moreover,
although the first 3 gases had noticeably decreased during their trip down the
mountain, carbon dioxide had become 100 times greater than in air. The
Berne workers explain the loss of oxygen, nitrogen and argon by removal in
solution as meltwater; but the carbon dioxide is more of a puzzle. Little is
present in bubbles in the glacier, and they believe the bulk of it is adsorbed
actually within the crystal matrix of the ice.

Physiology Has the time come to revise our ideas about what causes the
effects of altitude? Physiologists have generally regarded oxygen shortage as
the main culprit responsible for the adverse metabolic results of going high.
While that must surely be the case where Himalayan altitudes are involved, an
experiment reported last year by the US Army Bio-energetics Division,
Denver, strongly indicates that simple shortage of calories can produce a
surprising number of the effects observed on lower mountains. A US Army
team took 12 healthy men from sea-level to 4300 m in 5 hours. They received a
diet containing 3600 calories, which included adequate protein and, in some
case, excess carbohydrates. Unlike men affected by altitude, they maintained a
positive nitrogen balance and mineral balance, their blood-glucose levels and
glucose tolerance were unaffected, blood electrolytes were normal, and the men
digested and absorbed their food satisfactorily. They lost very little weight
but did become dehydrated, despite drinking plenty of water. The team con
cludes that many of the effects may be attributed to the well-known loss of
appetite, and consequent reduced food intake, by men abruptly taken to high
altitude.
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A new medical hazard, arising from the hordes of skiers who nowadays drive
to the Alps for their winter sport, is causing concern to the authorities in
Switzerland. It is the very fine dust churned up by the increasing use of tungsten
carbide spiked tyres. In a year of low snowfall such as the winter of 1971- 2,
this danger, which medical men are afraid is already increasing lung troubles
of all kinds, is obviously worse. Spiked tyres came into general use in the winter
of 1964-5 and the improved road holding they offer has made them very
popular. But reports from Neuchatel claim that in that district roads have been
worn down by as much as 1t cm. As yet doctors have few figures to back their
belief that the fine silica dust increases bronchitis, laryngitis, eye irritation, and
possibly even lung cancer. But many of the particles have diameters of less
than 5 microns, signifying that they can enter the small air passages of the
lung. Questions have been asked about the problem in the Conseil National,
Berne, and the Conseils d'Etat, Geneva; the Swiss Institut d'Hygiene is
carrying out tests on the dust, which is some 3 times as prevalent during the
winter months as in the summer.

Meteorology A 6000-ft ice-core drilled at Byrd Station in the Antarctic by
the US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, New
Hampshire, has revealed an interesting connection between periods of pro
longed volcanicity and ancient climatic changes. Large amounts of volcanic
dust collected in the upper atmosphere can, in theory, reduce solar radiation
appreciably. Past air temperatures can be deduced from ice samples by the
amount of the isotope oxygen-I 8 which they contain. The Byrd Station workers
also found bands of ice in their core containing considerable amounts of fine
volcanic dust. The core shows that a sustained outburst of volcanic activity,
during a period between 30,000 and 16,000 years ago, was accompanied by a
regional temperature decrease of some 2-3°C. The effect was probably respon
sible for extending at least one phase of the Ice Age for something like 14 000
years.

Alpinists will be familiar with the blue atmospheric haze which lurks above
pine forests. It has usually been attributed to the evaporation by sunlight of
volatile organic substances from the trees. Observations by a researcher from
the Medical Physics Division of Oak Ridge Laboratory, Tennessee, now
suggest an alternative origin. The haze consists, he suggests, of very fine wax
particles pulled off the tips of pine needles by the high-voltage gradients
generated in electric storms. Pine needles, especially those from exposed
positions, he has discovered, often have tiny wax fingers at their tips which are
possibly the electrical conduction channels for 'brush' discharges.-Placing the
needles between electrodes with 20 kV across them yielded particles less than
a micron across. Locally electric storms might produce such conditions.

On the other side of the coin-plant life affecting meteorology-is the discovery
by two University of Wyoming workers that decaying plant matter may be an
important source of the minute nuclei needed in the atmosphere before ice
clouds can form. Supercooled water droplets cannot crystallise into ice particles
without the aid of small particles of a particular kind. But where these particles
come from has baffled cloud physicists for some while. It is now apparent that
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aerobic decomposition of leaves, particular! spruce and poplar, can produce
large numbers of uch freezing nuclei. The, as yet unrecognised, active agents
within them might provide a ready source of ideal material for artificial cloud
'seeding', if concentrated.

105 Early alpinists (reproduced from a sketch by
H. G. Willink, ca. 1882)
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